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WNPF WEBSITE- WWW.WNPFPL.COM 
 

TROY FORD-PRESIDENT-The best way to reach TROY FORD is by email at 
wnpf@aol.com 

Ph: 770-668-4841 
WNPF, P.O.BOX 142347, Fayetteville, Ga. 30214  

 
WNPF Committee members 

CO- VICE PRESIDENT- RON DEAMICIS- POWERLT103@AOL.COM or 330 519-3078 
&  

Eric Leblanc- ELEBLANC700@GMAIL.COM or 321 759- 4878 
 

Executive Committee members include 
Adrian Locklear- ALOCKLEAR58@HOTMAIL.COM or 404 519-2496 

Kathi Sottosanti- WNPFIRONBEAUTY@GMAIL.COM  
**************************************************************************************************** 

WE NEED MEET DIRECTORS! Put on a WNPF meet in your area, we need you to help 
us grow! 

We need directors in all areas including abroad. Thank you…. 
Please email me if you are interested in hosting a WNPF meet in your area. We can 

help you with all aspects of your event from paperwork to awards and tees.  
 

We are looking for spotters in all areas if anyone is interested. Please email me at 
wnpf@aol.com 

 

LEGAL SUPPLEMENT INFORMATION 

To make sure everyone know what supplements are legal and which ones aren’t we ask 
all of the lifters to take a look at the banned substance list at WADA WEBSITE to 

determine what is legal in the WNPF. 
 

Lifters please go to the WADA website to see if any of your supplements are legal to 
take; most places where you buy your supplements will not give you this information. Be 

careful of what you put in your system before you lift in a drug free meet. So far this 
year 2 lifters have been suspended from the WNPF for 3 years and we hope not to 

suspend more lifters unless you are trying to cheat. We do not publish names, etc. of 
lifters that fail. Again, we must stress if you are not drug free there are PLENTY of 

federations that you can lift in. We have nothing against lifters that choose that route 
unless you try to lift in a drug free organization. 

 
Or email WNPF rep Lee Zimmerman at thgr8st1@aol.com and he can answer all of 

your questions about supplements. 
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TNT IRONWEAR made its debut at the WNPF Worlds in 2013 with a new line of 
Singlets, NEW TNT Knee sleeves, Knee wraps, Wrist wraps, chalk, deadlift socks, 

shirts and more. TNT will be at all WNPF meets in 2018 and beyond. TNT gear is on the 
WNPF Website under (Online Store)! Order your items online if you don’t catch us at a 

WNPF meet. We have very competitive prices and great gear! 
 

Here is what the WNPF can offer you! 
Awards for 2020- Specialized WNPF medals, Swords, Laser plaques and Championship Cups. 

Best lifter awards and Team awards at all meets. 
CHAMPIONSHIP BELTS will be awarded at the World Championships only….. 

 
BARLOAD & Computerized scoring system at most meets. 

Texas Strength System combo racks at all of Troy Ford meets, Monolift at Ron Deamicis meets, 
Ivanko and Rogue pound plates, Okie & Texas Deadlift bars, Quest bars and 55 lb Squat bars. 

 

EXCELLENT Spotting by WNPF spotters….. 
 

Quality judging for all lifters!!! We don’t allow high squats. Touch and go, uneven and non-locked out 
bench presses, non-locked out deadlift with knees bent and shoulders forward. Lifters say that we are 
strict, were not strict! We judge by the rules of the sport. When this is done we are compared to others 
and called STRICT. If you want loose judging and want all of your lifts passed by judges that are not 

properly trained or will pass your lift to keep you in their league or to post big numbers for their league, 
then the WNPF is not for you. We judge every lifter the same from the first-time novice lifters to the WNPF 
Elite. This is not to say that our judges don’t make mistakes, but we are fair to each and every person that 

steps on our platform. If you want to lift in a legitimate Powerlifting league, then the WNPF is for you. 
 

We offer a well-organized event, friendly atmosphere and lots of fun. Our lifters and OFFICIALS support 
and cheer for one another. How many organizations have lifters like that? 

 
Come on and join the WNPF or come out and watch one of our meets and let us know what you think. 

 


